Based on progressive censoring, step-stress partially accelerated life tests are considered when the lifetime of a product follows power generalized Weibull distribution. The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) and Bayes estimates (BEs) are obtained for the distribution parameters and the acceleration factor. In addition, the approximate and bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) of the estimators are presented. Furthermore, the optimal stress change time for the step-stress partially accelerated life test is determined by minimizing the asymptotic variance of MLEs of the model parameters and the acceleration factor. Simulation results are carried out to study the precision of the MLEs and BEs for the parameters involved.
Introduction
In reliability analysis, it is not easy to collect lifetimes on highly reliable products with very long lifetimes, because very few or even no failures may occur within a limited testing time under normal conditions. For this reason, accelerated life tests (ALTs) or partially accelerated life tests (PALTs) are one of the most common approaches that are used to obtain enough failure data, in a short period of time. In ALTs all test units are subjected to higher than usual levels of stress, to induce early failures. In PALTs units are tested at both accelerated and use conditions. The information obtained from the test performed in the accelerated or partially accelerated test is used to estimate the failure behavior of the units under normal conditions. The stress loading in ALTs can be applied in different ways. Commonly used methods are constant-stress and step-stress. Nelson [1] discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each of such methods.
In constant-stress ALT, each unit is run at constant high stress until either failure occurs or the test is terminated. In step-stress ALT, the stress on each unit is not constant but is increased step by step at prespecified times or upon the occurrence of a fixed number of failures. When a test involves two levels of stress with the first level as the normal condition and has a fixed time point for changing stress referred to as a step-stress partially ALT (SSPALT).
PALTs were studied under step-stress scheme by several authors; for example, see Goel [2] , DeGroot and Goel [3] , Bhattacharyya and Soejoeti [4] , Bai and Chung [5] , Ismail and Aly [6] , and Abdel-Ghani [7] .
In ALTs or PALTs, tests are often stopped before all units fail. The estimate from the censored data is less accurate than the estimate from complete data. However, censored data is more than offset by the reduced test time and expense. The most common censoring scheme is type-II censoring. Consider units are placed on life test, and the experimenter terminates the experiment after a prespecified number of units ≤ fail. In this scenario, only the smallest lifetimes are observed. In conventional type-II censoring schemes do not allow to remove units at points other than the terminal point of the experiment. A generalization of type-II censoring is the progressive type-II censoring. It is a method which enables an efficient exploitation of the available resources by continual removal of a prespecified number of surviving test units at each failure time. On other hand, the removal of units before failure may be intentional to save time and cost or when some items have to be removed for use in another experiment.
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This paper will concentrate on SSPALTs under progressive type-II censoring. It can be described as follows. Consider an experiment in which units are placed on a life testing experiment. At the time of the first failure, 1 units are randomly removed from the remaining − 1 surviving units. Similarly, at the time of the second failure, 2 units from the remaining − 2 − 1 units are randomly removed. The test continues until the th failure occurs at which time, all the remaining, = − − 1 − 2 −⋅ ⋅ ⋅− −1 units are removed. If 1 = 2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = = 0, then = , which is the complete sample situation. If 1 = 2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = −1 = 0, then = − which corresponds to conventional type-II censoring. A recent account on progressive censoring schemes can be found in the book by Balakrishnan and Aggarwala [8] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a description of the model, test procedure, and its assumptions are presented. In Section 3, the MLEs of the SSPALT model parameters are derived. The BEs of model parameters using Lindley's approximation and MCMC method are obtained in Section 4. In Section 5, the approximate and bootstrap confidence bounds for the model parameters are constructed. In Section 6, estimation of optimal stress change time is obtained. Section 7 contains the simulation results. Conclusion is made in Section 8.
Model Description

Power Generalized Weibull Distribution.
The power generalized Weibull (PGW) distribution is an extension of Weibull distribution. It was introduced by Bagdonavičius and Nikulin [9] as a baseline distribution for the accelerated failure time model. It not only contains distributions with unimodal and bathtub hazard shape but also allows for a broader class of monotone hazard rate.
The PGW( , ], ) distribution is specified by the probability density function (pdf):
the corresponding survival function is
and the corresponding hazard rate function is given by
Particular cases of the power generalized Weibull distribution are as follows.
(1) If = 1, PGW distribution tends to Weibull distribution. (2) If = 1 and ] = 1, PGW distribution tends to exponential distribution.
Assumptions and Test Procedure.
The following assumptions are used throughout the paper in the framework of SSPALT.
(1) identical and independent items are put on a life test.
(2) The lifetime of each unit has PGW( , ], 1) distribution.
(3) The test is terminated at the time of the th failure, where is prefixed ( ≤ ).
(4) Each of the items is run under normal use condition.
If it does not fail or remove from the test by a prespecified time , it is put under accelerated condition. are removed from the test and the test is terminated.
(6) Let 1 be the number of failures before time at normal condition, and let − 1 be the number of failures after time at stress condition, then, the observed progressive censored data are
where = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) and ∑ =1 = − .
(7) The tampered random variable (TRV) model holds. It was proposed by DeGroot and Goel [3] . According to tampered random variable model the lifetime of a unit under SSPALT can be written as
where is the lifetime of the units under normal condition, is the stress change time, and is the acceleration factor ( > 1).
(8) From the TRV model in (5), the pdf of two parameters PGW( , ], 1) distribution under SSPALT is given by
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Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this section, the MLEs of the model parameters are obtained. Let = ; , , = 1, 2, . . . , , be the observed values of the lifetime obtained from a progressive censoring scheme under SSPALT, with censored scheme = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) . The maximum likelihood function of the observations 1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < 1 < < 1 +1 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < takes the following form:
where
From (6) in (7), we get
where ( ) = + ( − ).
The log-likelihood function may then be written as
and thus we have the likelihood equations for , ], and , respectively, as
Now, we have a system of three nonlinear equations in three unknowns , ], and . It is clear that a closed form solution is very difficult to obtain. Therefore, an iterative procedure such as Newton Raphson can be used to find a numerical solution of the above nonlinear system.
Bayes Estimation
In this section, the square error loss (SEL) function is considered to obtain BEs of the model parameters , ], and . Unfortunately, in many cases the BEs cannot be expressed in explicit forms. So, approximate BEs are obtained under noninformative prior (NIP) and informative prior (IP) using Lindley's approximation and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method.
Noninformative Prior.
Assume that the parameters , ], and are independent and the NIP for each parameter is as follows:
then, the joint NIP of the parameters is given by
The joint posterior density function of the parameters , ], and can be written from (9) and (15) as
Based on SEL function, the Bayes estimator of the function of the parameters
Unfortunately, we cannot compute this integral explicitly. Therefore, we adopt two different procedures to approximate this integral; such procedures are Lindley's approximation and MCMC method.
Bayes Estimation Using Lindley's Approximation for NIP.
In this sub-subsection, the approximate BEs̃,], and̃under SEL function using Lindley's approximation are obtained. According to Lindley in [10] , any ratio of the integral is of the form̃(
where 
3×3 is the variancecovariance matrix of unknown vector Θ = ( 1 , 2 , 3 ).
Form the prior distribution in (15) 
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0 otherwise 
The conditional posterior distributions of , ], and in (23), (24) and (25) cannot be reduced analytically to well known distribution, but the plot of them shows that they are similar to normal distribution. So, to generate random samples from this distribution, we use the Metropolis method with normal proposal distribution; see Metropolis et al. [11] . The following algorithm is proposed to generate , ], and from the posterior distribution and then obtain the BEs. Step 2. Set = 1.
MSE(̂M LE
Step 3. Generate * from proposal distribution N(
Step 4. Calculate the acceptance probability
Step 5. Generate ∼ (0, 1).
Step 6. If ≤ ( ( −1) | * ), accept the proposal distribution and set ( ) = * . Otherwise, reject the proposal distribution and set ( ) = ( −1) .
Step 7.
To generate ] * do the Steps 2-6 for ] not .
Step 8. To generate * do the Steps 2-6 for not .
Step 9. Set = + 1.
Step 10. Repeat Steps 3-9 times.
Step 11. Obtain the BEs of , ], and using MCMC under SEL function as̃M
Informative Prior. Assume that the parameters and ]
are dependent have prior density | ] ∼ Gamma( , ]), ] ∼ Exp( ) and is independent of them with NIP as ( ) ∝ −1 , > 1; then, the joint IP of the parameters is given by The joint posterior density function of the parameters , ], and can be written from (9) and (28) as *
Based on SEL function, the Bayes estimator of the function of the parameters (Θ) = ( , ], ) is
Unfortunately, this integral cannot be reduced to a closed form. Therefore, we adopt two different procedures to approximate this integral; such procedures are Lindley's approximation and MCMC method.
Lindley's Approximation of Bayes Estimation for IP.
In this sub-subsection, Lindley's approximation is used to obtain BEs of , ], and under SEL function. (31)
Bayesian Estimation Using MCMC Method for IP.
In this sub-subsection, the BEs of , ], and under SSPALT using progressive type-II censoring for IP case are obtained.
From the joint posterior density function in (29), the conditional posterior distributions of , ], and can be written, respectively, as * 
The conditional posterior distributions of , ], and in (32), (33) and (34) cannot be reduced analytically to well known distribution, but the plot of them shows that they are similar to normal distribution. So, the Metropolis method is used to generate random samples from this distribution, with normal proposal distribution. The following algorithm is used to generate , ], and from the posterior distribution in the case of IP and then obtain the BEs.
Interval Estimation
In this section, the approximate and bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) of the parameters , ], and are derived.
Approximate Confidence Intervals.
In this subsection, the approximate confidence intervals of the parameters are derived based on the asymptotic distributions of the MLEs of the elements of the vector of unknown parameters Θ = ( , ], ). It is known that the asymptotic distribution of the MLEs of Θ is given by Miller [12] :
where , , = 1, 2, 3, is the variance-covariance matrix of the unknown parameters Θ = ( , ], ).
The approximate 100 (1 − )% two sided confidence intervals for , ], and are, respectively, given by
where is the 100 th percentile of a standard normal distribution.
Bootstrap Confidence Intervals.
In this subsection, confidence intervals based on the parametric bootstrap method for the unknown parameters , ], and using percentile interval are derived; for more details see Efron and Tibshirani [13] .
The following algorithm is implemented to obtain a bootstrap sample.
Algorithm 3.
Step 1. From an original data, y ≡ ( 1 , . . . , Step 2. UsêM LE ,] MLE , and̂M LE to generate a bootstrap sample y * with same , = 1, 2, . . . , .
Step 3. As in Step 1 based on y * compute the bootstrap sample estimateŝ * ,] * , and̂ * of̂M LE ,] MLE , and̂M LE , respectively.
Step 4. Repeat Steps 1-3 times and arrange each estimate in ascending order to obtain the bootstrap sample {̂ * [1] Then, the 100 (1 − )% percentile bootstrap confidence intervals for , ], and are, respectively, given by
Estimation of Optimal Stress Change Time
In this section, the optimal change stress time * is found by minimizing the asymptotic variance of MLEs of the model parameters and the acceleration factor. The asymptotic variance of̂,], and̂is given by the trace of the inverse of the Fisher information matrix. NMinimize option of Mathematica 7 is used to find the time * which minimize the asymptotic variance of MLEs. Table 7 represents the values of * for different values of , , and , = 1, 2, . . . , .
Simulation Studies
In this section, simulation studies are conducted to investigate the performances of the MLEs and BEs in terms of their mean square errors (MSEs) for different choices of , , and , = 1, 2, . . . , ; the results were concluded in Table 5 . Also, the 95% approximate and percentile bootstrap CIs are computed; the results were concluded in Table 6 . The progressive censoring schemes used in the Monte Carlo simulation study are given in Table 1 . The estimation procedure is performed according to the following algorithm.
Algorithm 4.
Step 1. Specify the values of , , , and , = 1, 2, . . . , .
Step 2. Specify the values of the parameters , ], and .
Step 3. For given values of the prior parameters and generate ] from Exp( ) and from Gamma( , ]).
Step 4. Use the model given by (6) to generate progressively censored data for given , ; the set of data can be considered as
Step 5. Use the progressive censored data to compute the MLEs of the model parameters. The Newton Raphson method is applied for solving the nonlinear system (11) to obtain the MLEs of the parameters.
Step 6. Compute the BEs of the model parameters relative to SEL function for NIP case and IP case based on Lindley's approximation.
Step 7. Compute the BEs of the model parameters relative to SEL function for NIP case and IP case based on MCMC algorithm, with = 5500, = 500.
Step 8. Compute the approximate confidence bounds with confidence levels 95% for the three parameters of the model.
Step 9. Compute the 95% bootstrap confidence intervals for the model parameters, using Algorithm 3.
Step 10. Replicate the Steps 3-9, 1000 times.
Step 11. Compute the average values of the mean square errors (MSEs) associated with the MLEs and BEs of the parameters.
Step 12. Do Steps 1-11 with different values of , , and , = 1, 2, . . . , .
Illustrative Example.
In this subsection, we present an example to illustrate the estimation procedure and the two considered approximate and bootstrap CIs for the parameters , ], and . In this example, we simulate a sample of size = 30, based on population parameter values = 0.5, ] = 0.7, and = 1.1. The stress change time is chosen to be equal to 0.9. Under progressive type-II censoring, = 20, 1 = 10, and = 0, = 2, 3, . . . , 20; then the failure times of SSPALT were listed in Table 2 . Table 3 presents MSEs of the MLEs and BEs of the model parameters. Table 4 includes 95% approximate and percentile bootstrap CIs of the model parameters and their lengths.
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the statistical inference procedure for the unknown parameters of the PGW( , ], 1) distribution and the acceleration factor ( ), when the data are progressive type-II censored from SSPALTs. We obtained the MLEs and BEs of the considered parameters and studied their performance through their MSEs. We also constructed 95% approximate and bootstrap CIs for the parameters.
From the results in Tables 5-7 , we observe the following.
(1) The MSEs of MLEs and BEs of the considered parameters decrease as the sample size increases.
(2) The BEs of the considered parameters obtained from both Lindley's approximation and MCMC method give more accurate results through the MSEs than MLEs. (6) The bootstrap CIs give more accurate results than the approximate CIs since the lengths of the former are less than the lengths of latter, for different sample sizes, observed failures, and censoring schemes, in most cases.
(7) The optimal stress change time * decreases as the sample size increases.
